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1. Preparing and Cleaning your Data

2. PivotTables

3. Charting and Correlation

4. The Analysis Toolpak and Solver

5. Useful Formulas



Use Tables, in their own worksheets, to hold your data

Preparing your Data

Keyboard Shortcut = Ctrl T

Or Insert, Table

Always keep Data and Calculations separate
in your Workbooks



Give your Table a name and it can be referenced in formulas and PivotTables



Make use of the Text Import Wizard to bring in external data
- particularly for specifying dates

Cleaning your Data



Use Flash Fill to complete datasets
- particularly for dates in text format

Try it to clean email addresses 
e.g. a name before a . or before the @



Combine and
control your Data
without a single
formula

Use PivotTables



Fields from your Table are here.
Drag the ones you want to the Row, Column and Value areas



Using a date field automatically results in grouping by Years, Quarters and Months



Expand Years to see
sum for each Quarter
or month

If you don’t want Quarters
drag Quarters out of the 
rows area



Change how to treat your data by choosing
“Value Field Settings” from the dropdown
by your field in the Values area



Keyboard Shortcut = Ctrl 1 
for quickly formatting the chart element you have selected (works in cells too – borders, colour etc)

Forecasting with Charts
Make use of line charts
and x-y scatter plots



Forecasting how many units
we will sell if we choose
a certain price…

Plot Sales on the y axis
Unit cost on the x axis

Right click on the chart and choose “Trendline”



Display Equation on chart



=CORREL(A2:A83,B2:B83)

Correlation

How strongly are your variables related?



Spurious Correlations - http://tylervigen.com/

Correlation is not Causation



New England Journal Of Medicine: 2012



Some of the heavy lifting done for you
The Analysis Toolpak

Investigate:
• Moving Averages
• Exponential Smoothing
• Regression



Regression results are shown on another tab
Not as visually clear as charts



Solver





SUMIFS
=SUMIFS(what you want to sum up, column 1, condition 1, column 2, condition 2…)
=SUMIFS(sales, regions, “A”, products, “B”, customer types, “C”)

INDEX and MATCH are faster and more flexible than VLOOKUP
=INDEX(list of values, MATCH(what you want to lookup, lookup column, is column sorted?))
=INDEX(customer IDs, MATCH(“Jonty Pearce”, Customer names, 0) )

SMALL and LARGE Formulas (MAX and MIN)
=SMALL(range of values, n) finds the nth smallest value in a list

IFERROR
= IFERROR(formula, what to do in case of error)

Useful Formulas for Analysis



https://www.facebook.com/groups/spreadsheetsupport

hello@dashboarddiva.co.uk

More Help


